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Dear                                   , 
 
Request for Information – ATISN 14050 
 
I wrote to you on 5 August in response to your e-mail of complaint.  I have conducted 
an internal review of your request in accordance with the procedure outlined in the 
Welsh Government’s Practical Guide for Making Requests for Information which is 
available by post on request, or via the Welsh Government website. 
 
I note that on 11 June, you asked for:   
 
1. A breakdown of costs (consultancy, travel, legal counsel etc.) incurred to date in 

relation to the legal case with Pablo Star Ltd. 
2. A breakdown of future costs expected to be incurred in relation to the Pablo Star 

Ltd case on a most likely outcome basis. 
 
In our reply dated 10 July, the information we hold in relation to your first question was 
released to you.  It was also explained that no information was held for your second 
question.   
 
You responded on 23 July disputing no information was held in relation to your second 
question.  You did not wish to pursue our response to your first question.    You stated: 
 
However, you responded to the second part of my request again by stating 

that the information is not recorded. I would like to dispute this on the 

basis that to comply with accounting standards you will have reviewed your 

legal case provision regularly and at least once a year for your financial 

year end. As part of that review you will have been required to consider the 

most likely outcome of the case and also the future costs that you would 

expect to incur. Therefore, I would like to give you one further opportunity 

to review your answer before I request an internal review of the information 

by the Freedom of Information Officer and potentially the Information 

Commissioner. 

 
We provided you with an informal explanation on 29 July confirming that no recorded 
information was held in relation to the future costs expected to be incurred in relation 
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to the Pablo Star Ltd case on a most likely outcome basis.  You subsequently 
requested a formal internal review of your request on 2 August.   
 

I have noted your original request, the response that issued and your subsequent 
complaint.  My review has focused on our response to your second question only. 
 
I have reviewed the information available and have spoken with the officials who are 
leading on this case.  Having considered all of this in relation to the request for ‘a 
breakdown of future costs expected to be incurred in relation to the case, on a most 
likely outcome basis’ I am satisfied that our original response indicating that the 
information is not held is correct. 
 
This is a complex case with a number of strands.  There are a number of possible 
scenarios and related costs but both ongoing legal fees and possible settlement costs 
are not easily quantifiable, particularly as there are a number of different ongoing 
cases and the legal costs for each are ongoing.  As such, officials have not estimated 
on what would be a most likely outcome for the case. 
 
To conclude, I do not uphold your complaint as I am satisfied we do not hold 
information on a ‘most likely outcome basis’, for the reasons outlined above. 
 
If you remain dissatisfied with this response you also have the right to complain to the 
Information Commissioner at:   
 
Information Commissioner’s Office,  
Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AF 
Tel: 01625 545 745 
Fax: 01625 524 510 
Email: casework@ico.org.uk  
 
Also, if you think that there has been maladministration in dealing with your request, 
you have the option to make a complaint to the Public Services Ombudsman for Wales 
who can be contacted at: 
 
Public Services Ombudsman for Wales  
1 Ffordd yr Hen Gae, Pencoed, Bridgend, CF35 5LJ  
Telephone: 0845 6010987 (local rate)  
Email: ask@ombudsman-wales.org.uk 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
Jason Thomas 
Director Culture, Sport and Tourism 
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